Abstract: This paper proposes new evolutionary multi agent based particle swarm optimization algorithms for solving optimal power flows with security constraints(line flows and bus voltages
Introduction
Optimal Power Flows was first introduced in the early 1960"s by Carpentier 1 . Nowadays, utilities are facing rapid increase in the Electricity demand with slow reinforcement projects due to financial and political issues. Proper operation and planning requires consideration of different factors such as reduction of cost of generation, losses, pollution, security of power system, and FACTS allocation etc…. In this regard Optimal power Flows (OPF) have been extensively used in planning and real time operation of power systems for active and Reactive power dispatch to minimize generation costs and system losses and to improve voltage profiles. The OPF generally meant to optimize set of objectives to meet set of constraints.
A wide variety of optimization techniques have been applied in solving the Optimal Power Flow problem such as non-linear programming, Quadratic Programming, Linear Programming, Newton based methods, Sequential unconstrained minimization technique, interior point methods, Genetic Algorithm, Evolutionary Programming. Heuristic algorithms such as Evolutionary programming and Genetic Algorithms (GA) which have been reported as showing promising results for further research in this direction.
Recently, a new evolutionary computation technique, called Multi agent based Particle Swarm Optimization (MAPSO) 2 , has been proposed. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is one of the evolutionary computation methods. In PSO, search for an optimal solution is conducted using a population or swarm of particles, each of which represents a candidate solution to the optimization problem. It was developed through the simulation of flock of birds to search for food in an optimal manner through the velocity and position up gradation of the paprticles. The PSO technique has been widely used for the optimization of various power system related problems. However, the major drawback with PSO is that, it may need several iterations and may get trapped in local optima. Therefore, several strategies have been introduced to overcome the limitations of PSO, such as modified PSO, and attractive and Repulsive PSO. These all were proved to be effective and probed for the development of MAPSO.
Agent based computation has been introduced recently by Wooldridge 11 and applied for various optimization problems. In this paper, Multi agent based lattice structure and PSO have been integrated to obtain optimal Power Flows. In TDLSMAPSO, each agent in square lattice structure represents a particle to PSO and a candidate solution to the optimization problem. In CLSMAPSO, each agent in cubic lattice structure represents a particle to PSO and a candidate solution to the optimization problem. All agents live in a cubic and square lattice structured environments, with each agent located on a lattice point. TO obtain optimal solution quickly, competition and cooperation operators have been used with their neighbors, and they can also use their own knowledge. Another new operator called self learning operator was introduced to improve the convergence speed and accuracy. With the search mechanism of PSO and agent-agent interactions, TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO can obtain global solution with faster convergence characteristics. This paper is organized as follows: Problem formulation in section II.. Two dimensional and Cubic lattice structured Multi agent based PSO approaches with competition, cooperation and self learning operators in section III. Implementation of TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO for OPF is discussed in section IV. The simulation results are discussed in section V. Finally, brief conclusions are deduced in section VI.
II. Problem Formulation Optimal Power Flow (Opf)
The OPF problem is a static constrained non-linear optimization problem, the solution of which identifies the optimal settings of control variables in a power system network satisfying various constraints. Hence, the problem is to solve a set of non-linear equations describing the optimal solution of power system. It is expressed as Min F(x,u)
(
The objective function F is fuel cost of thermal generating units of the test system. g(x,u) is a set of non-linear equality constraints to represent power flow and h(x,u) is a set of non-linear inequality constraints(i.e., bus voltage limits, line MVA limits etc..). Vector x consists of dependent variables and u consists of control variables.
In most of the non-linear optimization problems, the constraints are considered by generalizing the objective function using penalty functions. In this OPF problem, slack bus power P G1 , bus voltages V L and line flows I j are constrained by adding them as penalty function terms to objective function. Hence, the problem can be generalized and written as follows.
Where , the penalty factor, is given as The OPF problem is to find the optimal combination of power generations that minimizes the total generation cost while satisfying an equality constraint and inequality constraints. The most simplified cost function of each generator can be represented as a quadratic function as given in eq (5) whose solution can be obtained by the conventional mathematical methods
While minimizing the total generation cost, the total genera-tion should be equal to the total system demand plus the trans-mission network loss.
Opf Problem With Nonsmooth Cost Functions:
In reality, the objective function of an ED problem has non-differentiable points according to valvepoint effects and change of fuels; therefore, the objective function should be composed of a set of nonsmooth cost functions.
In this paper, two cases of nonsmooth cost functions are considered. One is the case with the valvepoint loading problem where the objective function is generally described as the superposition of sinusoidal functions and quadratic functions. The other is the case with the multiple fuel problem where the objective function is expressed as the piecewise quadratic cost functions. In both cases, the problems have multiple minima; therefore, the task of finding the global solution still remains to be tackled.
Nonsmooth cost function with valve-point effects:
The generator with multi-valve steam turbines has very different input-output curve compared with the smooth cost function. Typically, the valve point results in, as each steam valve starts to open, the ripples like in Fig. 1 , To take account For the valve-point effects, sinusoidal functions are added to the quadratic cost functions as follows:
Fig1. Nonsmooth cost function curve with valve-point effects
Where e i and e j are the coefficients of generator reflecting valve-point effects.
Nonsmooth Cost Functions With Multiple Fuels:
Generally, a piecewise quadratic function is used to represent the input-output curve of a generator with multiple fuels . The piecewise quadratic function is described as (7) and the cost and the incremental cost functions are illustrated in Fig. 2 Fig2. Nonsmooth cost functions curve with multiple fuels
Where a i1 , b i1 and c i1 are the cost coefficients of generator for the pth power level.
III. Two Dimensional And Cubic Lattice Structured Multi Agent Based Pso Approaches

PSO
The inherent rule adhered by the members of fishes and birds in the swarm, enables them to move, synchronize, without colliding, resulting in an amazing choreography which is the basic idea of PSO technique. PSO is a similar Evolutionary computation technique in which, a population of potential solutions to the problem under consideration, is used to probe in the search space. The main difference between the other Evolutionary Computation (EC) techniques and Swarm intelligence (SI) techniques is that the other EC techniques make use of genetic operators whereas SI techniques use the physical movements of the individuals in the swarm. PSO is developed through the bird flock simulation in two-dimensional space with their position, x and velocity, v.
The optimization of the objective function is done iteratively through the bird flocking mechanism. In every iteration, every agent knows its best so far, called "P best ", which gives the position and velocity information. This information is analogous to personal experience of each agent. Moreover, each agent knows the best value so far in the group, "best" among all "P best "particles. This information is analogous to the knowledge, as to how the other neighboring agents have performed. Each agent tries to modify its position by considering current positions, current velocities, the individual intelligence (P best ), and the group intelligence (G best ).
To ensure the best convergence to PSO, Eberhart and Shi indicate that use of constriction factor may be necessary. The modified velocity and position of each particle can be found as follows.
Where d indicates the generation, x d is the current position of the particle in d th generation, v d is the velocity of the particle in the d th generation, ω is the inertia weight, C 1 and C 2 are acceleration constants, and 1 and 2 are the constriction factors. The constriction factor is been updated by the following equations for PSO and CLSMAPSO respectively. By making use of this updating, variable constriction factor can be adapted so that the convergence can be achieved quickly. Here, the values of 1 and 2 vary from iteration to iteration. The "Initial error" is the maximum deviation between the fitness values of the agents in the first iteration and "error" is the maximum deviation between the agents at iteration. In case of normal PSO the position vector is updated only by velocity vector. In case of TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO, the position vector is updated by both velocity and competition and cooperation operators. Hence 1 and 2 cannot be equal for both inertial and dynamic terms of velocity if we have to get CLSMAPSO converged faster. The velocity of every agent must be updated in such a way that it decreases as the agent converges and increase as the agent diverges. The exponents and multipliers are selected randomly in the equations (10) and (11) as with these values the algorithm converges faster. In PSO, the particle velocity is limited by some maximum value V max . If V max is too high, particles may fly past good solutions. If V max is too small, particles may not cross local solutions. Normally V max is taken as 10% -20% of dynamic range and V min is selected as -V max. .
3.2
Multi Agent Systems According to Wooldridge, an agent is a physical or virtual entity that has the following properties. i.
It lives in and acts in the environment. ii. It senses its local environment through its interaction with the other agents.
iii. It will attempt to achieve some goals and execute certain tasks. iv. It will respond to the environment through the self learning.
Multi agent systems are computation based systems in which several agents interact and work in coordination with one another to achieve some goals and perform certain tasks. In general, there are four things need to be defined when we are solving problems using multi agent systems. i.
Meaning and purpose of the agent. ii. Environment where all agents live. iii. Definition of the local environment to know the local perceptivity. iv. Set of governing or behavioural rules for interaction between the agents.
Tdlsmapso
In TDLSMAPSO, multi agents are being arranged in a square lattice structure and is been integrated with PSO to form a new approach called as TDLSMAPSO. Each agent represents a particle to PSO and a candidate solution to OPF problem. Since all the agents live in square lattice structured environment as in Fig.1 , each agent can interact with all the neighbors. Using the competition, cooperation and PSO operators, the global solution is achieved.
Clsmapso
In CLSMAPSO, multi agents are being arranged in a cubic lattice structure and is been integrated with PSO to form a new approach called as CLSMAPSO. Each agent represents a particle to PSO and a candidate solution to OPF problem. Since all the agents live in cubic lattice structured environment as in Fig.2 , each agent can interact with all the neighbors. Using the competition, cooperation and PSO operators, the global solution is achieved.
The following are the essential before realizing the actual algorithms of TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO
Agent for OPF problem:
In CLSMAPSO, each agent is a particle to PSO and a candidate solution to OPF problem. Therefore, every agent λ has a fitness value to the OPF problem. The fitness value is the value of generation cost, i.e., F T .
Definition of an Environment:
In TDLSMAPSO, all agents live in an environment which is of square lattice-like structure as in 
Definition of the Local Environment:
Since each agent can only sense its neighbours, it is very important to define the local environment. In this paper, in TDLSMAPSO, an agent λ located at (i,j) can have 8 neighbours (including 4 sides and 4 corners ) as it can be seen from the lattice and in CLSMAPSO,an agent λ located at (i,j) can have 26 neighbours (including 6 sides, 8 corners and 12 edges) as it can be seen from the lattice.
Behavioural Rules for agent:
In TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO, every agent competes and cooperates among its neighbours and makes use of evolution mechanism and knowledge of PSO and hence it diffuses all its information to whole environment. Based on the behaviours, the competition and cooperation operator were designed and are as follows.
Competition and Cooperation operator
Suppose that competition and cooperation operator is performed on the agent λ located at (i,j) and λ i,j =( λ 1 
If λ i,j is a winner, it can still live in the agent lattice. If λ i,j is aloser, it must die and its lattice-point will be occupied by New i,j . The new agent New i,j =(λ 1 , , λ 2 , , … … , λ , ) is determined by the following strategy (15)
Self Learning Operarator:
In MAPSO, each agent acquires its knowledge by self learning in order to further improve its stability.references [9 ] and [ ] use small scale GA and small scale MAPSO respectively for self learning. This method also makes use of small scale MAPSO for learning its knowledge.
In self learning operator of agent λ i,j =( λ 1 ,λ 2 , ......λ n ), first, a lattice like environment sL is created. The size sL for TDLSMAPSO is sL size X sL size where sL size is an integer,sL for CLSMAPSO is sL size X sL size X sL size and all agents sλ i " , j " ,i " ,j " =1,2,…..sL size are generated according to
Where New i",j" =(e i",j",1 , e i",j",2 ,…… e i",j",n ) is determined by the following equation (17 ) . Next, competition and cooperation operator with evolution mechanism of PSO is iteratively performed on sL. Finally, λ i,j is replaced with the agent having minimum fitness value found in self learning operator. 
IV. Implementation Of Clsmapso For Opf Problem
In TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO, mainly the operators were used to obtain the optimal solution in quick time with accuracy. Among them competition and cooperation operators along with PSO operators were used. The detailed algorithm of TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO for OPF problem is as given below: 1. Input the parameters and specify lower and upper limits of variables. In OPF problem, P Gi , i ϵ NG except for slack bus are the variables. 2. Determine the fitness value of each agent i.e., Production cost, by Newton-Raphson power flow analysis results. 3. Sort the particles. 4. Create a lattice like environment L, and assign each agent (which is essentially a particle) on lattice point in the ascending order. Here each agent carries generation values of generators except slack bus power.
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5. Increment the iteration counter 6. Carryout competition and cooperation operator on each agent and modify it. 7. Apply self learning operator 8. Apply PSO mechanism to each agent and adjust its position using velocity and position equations. 9. Determine the fitness value of each agent i.e., production cost, by Newton-Raphson power flow analysis results 10. Determine the best agent with minimum fitness value. 11. Sort the particles in ascending order. 12. Check for stopping condition (all the agents converge to a fitness value), if yes go to next step, else go to step (4). 13. Print the agent and its fitness value.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To verify the MAPSO algorithms, two standard representative systems, i.e., IEEE 14 bus and IEEE 30 bus systems have been considered.
These algorithms were implemented in C programming language and executed on Intel Core 2 Duo system with 1GB RAM running on Linux.
Before the MAPSO is applied, some parameters valus need to be assigned. For TDLSMAPSO L size =sL size =8 and for CLSMAPSO L size =sL size =4 For all the algorithms c1=0.6, c2=0.4, r1=0.6, r2=0.4 and inertia, ω=0.8. The number of particles for CLSMAPSO, TDLSMAPSO and PSO is 64. 
VI. Conclusion
Based on multi agent systems and improved version with self learning operator TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO have been developed for solving Optimal power Flow problem (OPF) with security constraints. To the best of our knowledge, OPF problem has been solved by several methods in the literacy but these unique TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO methods integrates the square and Cubic Lattice Structured multi agents respectively for TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO with self learning operator along with PSO using variable constriction factor to find the global or near global optimum point for OPF problem. IEEE 30 bus with different cost functions has been tested with PSO, TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO methods and results are compared. From the results, TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO converges to global optimum with more accuracy and within less time. From the results, CLSMAPSO converges to global optimum with an accuracy of 0.0001 and within less time. It can be observed that PSO is consuming more time and iterations to converge, where as TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO were consuming less time and less number of iterations to obtain near optimum solution. Hence, we can say that TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO algorithms were very fast and accurate. Moreover, from the literature it is observed that we have got the best optimal cost with PSO,TDLSMAPSO and CLSMAPSO. These algorithms are general and can be applied to other power system optimization problems.
